The Community Science Workshop
A New Paradigm for Informal Education
Curt Gabrielson
The Watsonville Environmental Science Workshop

José Lopez rides the
water bike he helped
make at the Wastonsville
Environmental Science
Workshop on a
workshop-sponsored
summer science camping
trip to Shaver Lake in
the Sierra Mountains.

What if every kid had access to a real workshop? Like the ones in the corners of garages across the country: a basic array of
tools, bits and pieces of hardware, piles of scrap materials and fasteners, plus stacks of unsorted boxes containing the remnants
of projects gone by. Visualize also that the workshop held a few musical instruments—guitars, a keyboard, some percussion—
as well as art supplies: markers, paints, clay and the tools to shape it, ribbons, glitter, beads, fabric, etc. On top of this, picture
the workshop having a few hands-on exhibits to explore and manipulate—a vacuum chamber, a Van de Graff generator, a
stripped-down motor—and even a few small pets and planter boxes. Finally, what if this workshop was open to all kids in the
community and they could freely gather there after school and work on projects of their own choice? Sounds like an
educational dream? To me it does, and I have been running one in Watsonville, California, for the last ten years.

The Tour

L

et me show you around the Watsonville Environmental Science Workshop (WESW).
Watsonville is an agricultural town located between Santa Cruz and Monterey, California,
with a population that is roughly seventy-five
percent Mexican or Mexican-American, many
of whom tend and harvest the country’s strawberries, raspberries and apples. To begin our
tour, first, walk through downtown
Watsonville’s Marinovich Park and enter the
Community Center. The WESW occupies one
quarter of this modest building, which also
holds a computer center and multipurpose
room. “Occupies” is the word, with scarcely a
blank space on the walls or ceiling. Everywhere
is evidence of potential projects, completed
projects, projects in process and project models for others to emulate. Walk by a tower of
fabric next to a sewing machine hemmed in by
dozens of needle and yarn work examples. Then
meet our hamster, snake, fish, starter plants and
exhibits. Check out a few musical instruments
along with an oscilloscope ready to chart any
sound wave produced.
There are tables in the center of the room
and a white board on the opposite wall. Formal
classes are held here several times a week under
dangling multicolored polyhedrons and other
small project models and art pieces.
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In the other half of the room are three large
workbenches and a small selection of tools glistening nearby. Along the left are counters with
hot glue guns, ready to glue. A jigsaw and drill
press stand waiting. Along the other two walls,
stacks of scrap wood and other materials beckon
from every nook. Out back, glimpse our disk
sander and welding and metalworking area.
What are all these projects adorning every
inch of the walls and ceiling? Some are classic
woodshop fare—birdhouses, shelves, jewelry
boxes—while others—amplifiers and blinking
light circuits—may be found in any introductory electronics course. Many are toys: chirping birds, helicopters and marble pinball machines. A lot of them make noise: flutes, drums,
guitars, marimbas and whistles. Some are meant
for learning—puzzles and games—and others
are art—wind chimes and holiday light displays.
Reused, recycled materials make up the base of
them. Many of the best ones have resulted from
the random tinkering of our young participants.
If you brought kids with you on this hypothetical tour, they may already be choosing
their materials for a project. Two adults and
some high school students are on hand to help
them if they need it. Parents routinely come
with their kids to make projects for both fun
and utility.
Everyone here has chosen to be here and to
do what they’re now doing. This is the core pro-

gram: open structure, open-door hours, four
weekdays after school and on Saturdays. While
staff are always involved in developing the next
great project, we do not impose curriculum of
any kind. (We do consistently promote the safe
use of tools and systematically teach methods
of conservation, recycling and waste reduction.)
Aside from the afterschool individual dropin program, school groups visit several times
per week. We also run the Students Teaching
Project, in which high school students take
projects from the workshop to afterschool programs at twenty local elementary and middle
schools. Periodically, we travel with participants
on science field trips and camping adventures
to local sloughs, beaches, forests and even to
the Sierra Mountains. We sometimes do teacher
training.
Local school teachers and administrators
are appreciative of the role we play in the educational community. Most teachers think we’re
great, and they enjoy making things in our
workshop as much as their kids do. We also help
kids with homework, but we don’t prioritize
homework help. We complement what schools
offer. Some families, especially those who have
means and opportunities, find access to the
kinds of experiences we offer, but what we do
is simply not present in the vast majority of
classrooms today. WESW focuses on making
these experiences available to kids from fami-

lies with low incomes and from ethnic and or
economic groups often under-represented in
universities. What we do at WESW works well
for many children of the Mexican and Mexican-American farm workers who make up the
majority of Watsonville’s population. Staff often hears from kids, “I’m not good at math/
science/English/school.” Indeed, for many students who receive an unequivocal label of “failure” in the classroom, it can be a life-changing
experience to achieve success, with accompanying confidence, in our space after school.

sion grants, recently published a final report that
is extremely favorable to the CSW concept.
Why Science?
Before I lay out some of the Community
Science Workshop’s philosophical justification,
let me pause with a blunt question: Do we need
justification? If you hang around WESW, you’ll
see it fill up day after day with students gaining
satisfaction, skills and knowledge from the
projects they construct. Isn’t that enough to call

History
The unique idea of a Community Science
Workshop (CSW) began in the garage of Dan
Sudran in the Mission district of San Francisco.
Around 1990, having turned away from his
career in law, Dan spent a lot of time doing
science on his own. Then still ungentrified, the
Mission was home to many low-income Latino
and Asian families. Since Dan’s garage door was
open, local kids from his street crept in. Bones,
rocks, fossils, plants, bugs under a microscope
and piles of electronic components both inspired and taught these new young scientists.
Slowly the idea crystallized and Dan secured
support from both San Francisco State University and City College of San Francisco to
found the Mission Science Workshop (MSW)
in 1991.
He moved from his garage to a new space
within walking distance from thousands of
families in the Mission. The Exploratorium offered some assistance and a number of old exhibits. In 1995, with the collaboration of San
Francisco State University Dean Paul Fonteyn,
MSW scored a National Science Foundation
(NSF) grant to propagate CSWs to other cities
in California. Soon there were workshops in San
Jose, Fresno, Los Angeles and Oakland. I was
working at MSW and at the Exploratorium
Teacher Institute then and was ready to leave
the big city. In 1997 I made some connections
in Watsonville, a small town with big-city problems, and opened a CSW here.
In 2001, another NSF grant was received
by MSW to spread the idea nationwide. Now,
CSWs are open in Boston, Newark, Washington, Miami, New Orleans and Houston. Each
is autonomous, and they vary greatly in goals
and objectives and in programs offered. Workshop directors are currently working to build a
network to support each other and to foster the
creation of more CSWs. Inverness Research Associates, evaluator for both of the NSF expan-

work with the physical world know that one
must spend time in close contact with that
world, fiddling and observing, in order to understand it. This is truer than ever in today’s
world of ubiquitous technology. At the same
time, today’s schools have shut out nearly all
opportunity for teachers to give students the
time, space and materials to explore and observe on their own terms.
Frank Oppenheimer, founder of the
Exploratorium (and another Oerstead Award
winner) put it like this: “The notion that you
can learn everything without ever doing it, as is
sometimes implied in the classroom,
is...outrageous, and the important thing in the
Exploratorium is that people feel free to touch
things, to change things, to make their own
discoveries….It’s like the difference between
teaching swimming in a classroom and teaching swimming in the bay.”
Most kids don’t get many opportunities to
explore and discover science at home either. Dan
Sudran pointed out to me once that many kids
today have not just zero but “negative” experience with the real world. This arises from so
much time spent in the virtual worlds where
the laws of nature do not necessarily hold. Offering students authentic experiences with the
real world is the first step toward their gaining
an understanding of it.
Mini Science Center

Martiza, a local high school helper, works
with a young workshop participant to drill
holes for her woodpecker project.
it a success? With so many of our youth in
harm’s way—so many dropouts and youth
gangs, so much teen pregnancy and drug use—
we feel WESW is justified in the social realm
before we even begin to consider what or how
much knowledge it offers kids.
At a fundamental level, WESW does youth
development as well or better than a recreation
program. It could even be described as a rec
center (free, drop-in, low structure) beefed up
with practical, rich and relevant science content. Now let’s consider why our content is
important.
Professor John G. King, my mentor at
MIT, who won the 2000 Oersted Award for
physics teaching, often remarks, “There’s no
substitute for hands-on fooling around with real
stuff!” No professional scientist, engineer, or
artist would take issue with this. People who

There is a great need for another space—
aside from the school space and the home
space—in which to learn. In Sheila Grinnell’s
book, A New Place for Learning Science, she
writes that the Association of Science-Technology Centers (ASTC) has noted a strong global
interest in establishing new science centers.
Their mission? Increase public familiarity “with
the objects and ideas of science and technology” (Grinnell 1992).
In a more recent edition of that same book,
Grinnell describes various types of ASTC museums. The smallest category contains median
numbers roughly as follows: visits per year,
60,000; full-time employees, 7; interior public
space, 8,000 square feet; operating revenue,
$633,000 (Grinnell 2003, 125).
Comparing a small science center with our
workshop, including all WESW programs at
twenty other school-based shared sites, WESW
receives 23,000 visits per year, has two full-time
employees, $240,000 in annual expenses in
1,200 square feet of space. That’s about thirtyfive percent of the visits, employees and rev-

We complement what schools offer. Some families, especially those who have means and opportunities, find access to the
kinds of experiences we offer, but what we do is simply not present in the vast majority of classrooms today.
WESW focuses on making these experiences available to kids from families with low incomes and from ethnic and or economic
groups often under-represented in universities.
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enue in about fifteen percent of the
shop is affiliated with the
space. Just after WESW opened, atSmithsonian Institution; and the
tendance was only 8,000 visitors per
Houston Community Science Workyear, but costs were less than $40,000/
shop is located at The Children’s Muyear. Even at that level WESW was
seum of Houston. CSWs in Miami
seen as a great community resource
and New Orleans are administered
in Watsonville. While our visitors
by local nonprofit organizations;
don’t experience the richness and eduthose in Boston, Los Angeles, San
cational value of the many polished
Jose and San Francisco are housed in
exhibits at a traditional science cenpublic schools.
ter, each WESW visitor can work on
Still unexplored is the idea of
his or her own project for as long as
implanting CSWs within well-rethey like, on their own or with help.
spected, national organizations with
They can even take them home to
established infrastructures, such as
continue exploring—all for free.
the YMCA, Boys and Girls Clubs or
The Watsonville Environmental Science Workshop: kids, adults, tools
Every community can have a sci4-H Clubs. A couple of successes
and materials combine to produce projects of every kind. Says director
ence workshop, and each one can be
working in organizations like these
Curt Gabrielson, “Everyone here has chosen to be here and to do what
intimately connected to its commumay spawn hundreds of others.
they’re now doing. This is the core program: open structure, open-door
nity and be continually responsive to
Community Science Workshops
hours, four weekdays after school and on Saturdays.”
the community’s needs. On the
serve needs that are growing rapidly.
WESW
Web
page,
They work well in diverse and unwith expertise in some realm of science and
www.scienceworkshops.org/site/watsonville, the
der-represented communities, they are cost-efenough experience in hands-on work i.e. carcore values and the benefits offered to our comfective and they allow full community collabopentry, electrical, construction, lab, to make it
munity are listed. These lists will look different
ration. They uniquely complement both school
all work. Each CSW has a space, sometimes
for different workshops in different communicurriculum and other, more formal afterschool
shared, where students may engage in constructies. The learning that happens in one location
programs. Wouldn’t you love one in your neightion. And each has a plan—some more successis the learning that that community needs. A
borhood?
ful than others—to maintain long-term finanCSW is small enough that the community’s
cial sustainability from local sources.
identity and culture easily seep through the walls
Curt Gabrielson has a BS in physics from
Most CSWs rely on support from several
and into its very design and structure. As the
MIT, but he learned most of the useful things he
sources including the city government, the
current director of the Exploratorium, Dennis
knows growing up on a hog farm in Missouri.
school district and grants. In Watsonville, we
Bartels, recently said to me, “For better or worse,
Gabrielson
may
be
contacted
at
work to get consistent, line-item funding in
the forms of education are de-institutionalizcgabrielson@ci.watsonville.ca.us
place from the city of Watsonville while we puring. The community workshop idea is part of
sue onetime grant opportunities when they arise.
the most exciting end of the new educational
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Workshop Structure and Funding
There are many organizational models
among the existing community science workshops. At a base level, each site has a director
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Victor poses with Alex on the recumbent
low-rider trike he built at WESW.

